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INTRODUCTION

Pallets are platforms on which bulk goods can be stored and transported. They can be made from
a variety of materials but traditionally the vast majority are timber.
This Salesman’s Guide concentrates mainly on timber varieties & particularly
Chep & Euro Pallets

THE PALLET
The following gives general information about the pallet.

Pallet Type and Size
Typically this could be one of the following pallet styles which are in common use around Europe.
These are illustrated on the following page to aid identification.
UK Chep pallet 1000 x 1200mm.
EURO - 800 x 1200mm.

These pallets are what is known as ‘four way entry’ which means they can be handled on either
the long or short face. Which ever is chosen, it is important that the orientation is maintained, as
the rack dimensions will have been designed for that style of handling, and where necessary rack
the correct accessories will have been included.
In practice the U.K. market has standardised on one size The GKN 1000 x 1200mm but the use of
the Continental European standard EURO 800 x 1000mm is growing steadily in the U.K.

STYLES

There are many different designs of Pallet used and these are explained in the following pages,
however most pallets fall into one of two broad styles.

TWO WAY ENTRY:

Here the bearers permit the entry of the forks from two opposite
directions only. The sides through which the forks enter are called
the “entry sides”

FOUR WAY ENTRY:

The bearers (or blocks) permit entry of the forks at each end and at
each side. The sides through which the load wheels of a pallet truck
can pass without leaving the ground are know as “free entry sides”.
The other sides, where the load wheels have to pass over the bottom
slates are termed “restricted entry sides”
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ANATOMY OF A PALLET

TOP BOARDS
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BASEBOARDS

CHAMFER

BLOCKS OR BEARERS
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PALLET STANDARDS
The standard and quality of timber pallets varies enormously. When considering storing pallets in
racking structures especially in Drive–In or Live Storage, it is important to check that the pallets to
be used are “up to the job”
The U.K’s largest supplier is GKN Chep Ltd and it is their in-house standards that we regard as
being the design quality for which our racking systems are intended. The technical specification is
as follows:Chep Standard Pallet

Description

1200 x 1000 mm Pallet Four way entry ( non reversible) full perimeter
base wooden pallet

Standard

ISO 8611-2004 (previously BS2629 Part III) & read in conjunction with
ISO 445

Colour

CHEP Blue (can be plain unpainted timber also)

Dimensions

Width 1200 mm
Depth 1000 mm
Height 162 mm

Material

Wood quality timber from a controlled selection of different wood types

Paint:

Water based and complies with the relevant European legislation

Nails:

Either standard or stiffstock wire and complies with the European
legislation on heavy metal content

Weight

Average 28 kg

Performance

A general purpose pallet that can be safely used for most applications in
the distribution and transport chain in Europe

Nominal Load Capacity

CHEP recommends a maximum rating of 1500 kg as a safe working load
and not to exceed 6000 kg when stacking loaded pallets on a solid
surface

Temperature

The CHEP 1200 x 1000 mm Pallet can handle a wide range of
temperatures
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PALLET STANDARDS (cont’d)
Euro Pallet

Description

800 x 1200 mm Pallet

Colour

CHEP Blue (can be plain unpainted timber also)

Dimensions

Width 1200 mm
Depth 800 mm
Height 144 mm

Material

Wood quality timber from a controlled selection of different wood
types

Paint:

Water based and complies with the relevant European legislation

Nails:

Either standard or stiffstock wire and complies with the European
legislation on heavy metal content

Weight

Average 25 kg

Performance

A general purpose pallet that can be safely used for most
applications in the distribution and transport chain in Europe

Nominal Load Capacity

- CHEP recommends a maximum rating of 1000 kg and not to
exceed 4000 kg when stacking loaded pallets on a solid surface
- CHEP recommends racking across the 1200 mm side

Temperature

The CHEP 800 x 1200 mm Pallet can handle a wide range of
temperatures

Materials Handling Practices Recommendations to maximise the advantages of using pallets are:
- Maximise the use of the pallet surface
- Minimise lifting from the undersides of the skids
- Rack the pallets under the outside blocks
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OTHER TYPES OF PALLETS

Two Way Entry, Single Decked (Close Boarded).
A pallet with only a top deck. Suitable for items which can
withstand the concentrated loads imposed by the bearers during
stacking e.g. wooden boxes or drums. Also used where little
stacking is required and for storing unit loads in pallet racking
when the bearers are supported by the rack framework
Two Way Entry, Reversible (Close Boarded).
A pallet with similar top & bottom decks either of which will take
the same load. This gives even distribution when stacking.

Two Way Entry, Non Reversible (Slatted/Open Boarded)
The bottom slats add to the strength of the pallet and provide a
larger surface area, therefore giving a less concentrated load
distribution.

Two Way Entry, Reversible Winged (Slatted/Open Boarded) The
decks extend beyond the outer bearers for lifting purposes, e.g.
by crane with spreader bar slings. Similar decks top & bottom
which will take the same load. Even load distribution when
stacking.

4 Way Entry, Non Reversible (Slatted/Open Boarded).
A pallet having bearers (blocks) which permit the entry of forks
from either side or end. This can be of advantage in block
stacking operations.

4 Way Entry Reversible (Close Boarded).
A pallet with top & bottom decks either of which will take the
same load. It gives even load distribution when stacking.

4 Way Entry, Reversible, Winged (Slatted/Open Boarded).
A pallet with top & bottom decks either of which will take the
same load. It gives even load distribution when stacking. Both
decks extend beyond the outer bearers (blocks) for lifting
purposed e.g. by crane with spreader bar slings.
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OTHER TYPES OF PALLETS (cont’d)

Metal Pallets – Post, Cage & drop fronted types.
There are a variety of these “metal pallets”
available and are very often fabricated to order
& to a specific design.

There is now a large range of plastic pallets
available are these are generally used in the
food & clothing industry. Some of these are only
suitable for transportation & NOT storage in
racking. At best the quoted pallet weight
capacity is substantially reduced when stored in
racking. If in doubt always check with the pallet
supplier.
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PALLET SUITABILITY
Timber Pallets - The quality & condition of pallets used will have a direct effect on the safe usage
of any pallet racking system employed.
Particular attention should be paid to any Drive-In Racking system as only certain pallet types are
safe to be used in this type of operation. Equally so damaged pallets with misaligned or split
blocks, cracked or split boards could render the pallets unfit for purpose!
Please note that both 4 way entry Chep & Euro Pallets are also suitable as long as they have
baseboards spanning in the clear entry direction.
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